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Varioplay is part of the Variopool Group and can now offer Variopool customers a complete 
package for ultimate convenience. With almost half a century of experience, Variopool 

has already delivered countless projects worldwide to the full satisfaction of our customers. 

 
WWW.VARIOPOOL.CO.UK

Variopool is the market leader and an expert in the field of movable swimming pool floors and walls. 
These products are the key solution for multifunctional swimming pools, and allow you to make the 
most out of the water surface available to you and make the swimming pool more interesting for all 

target groups. 

 

WWW.HOLLANDAQUASIGHT.COM
Specialists in creating swimming pools with a unique, luxurious appearance with acrylic underwater 
windows by Holland Aqua Sight. With our underwater windows for your swimming pool, we provide 

nothing but high-quality products for the private market. All our projects are unique and personal, 
tailored to your demands and desires, guaranteeing incredible results. We always strive for the wow 

effect. Lightweight, scratch-resistant acrylic windows with a higher light transmission than glass. 
 
 

WWW.VARIODECK.NL/EN 
Variodeck is the place to be for all your swimming pool covers: no matter the size or type. Our 

covers provide a large range of benefits. They feature high-quality insulation, which can generate 
energy savings of almost 70 percent. Protecting your pool with a Variodeck cover will also keep the 

water clean for longer, as well as child-proof the area around your pool.
 

 

WWW.VARIOMEDIC.NL
We’ve been the go-to specialists in movable swimming pool floors for Hydrotherapy for years. It is 
key for hydrotherapy that the floor can be set to various levels, allowing therapists to support their 
patients and making it easy to enter the pool. Variomedic also frequently organizes workshops and 

trainings with the help of a certified hydro therapist.

ADDING FUN TO YOUR POOL
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Varioplay is a supplier of and expert on pool equipment and sports elements in and around pools. 
We can provide you with everything you need to host swimming competitions or water polo 

matches in your complex. Keeping track of your training progress and your times is a key part of all 
sports. We are the exclusive suppliers of SWIMTAG and Swiss Timing in the Netherlands and 

Belgium. 

The waterproof SWIMTAG wristband lets you track your progress, so that you can review your 
own performance after every swimming session, to see whether you’re swimming farther, quicker, 
or longer. We are expert suppliers of Swiss Timing equipment for official swimming competitions, a 

company specialized in timekeeping, data analysis and scoreboards.

There’s nothing quite like swimming to get that real holiday feeling. Who doesn’t love spending a full 
day of refreshment and fun in and around the pool with the whole family? We strive to create 
unforgettable playing and swimming experiences for professional and recreational purposes. 

Our extensive range of high-quality products with the latest designs and functionalities guarantees 
optimal enjoyment and convenience for your guests. We would love to help you pick the perfect 

finishing touch for your pool complex and will take care of the entire project for you. We can offer 
various stainless-steel pool furniture elements, including pool ladders, handrails, springboards, line 

anchors and floor anchors.

POOL FURNITURE SPORTS EQUIPMENT AND TIME REGISTRATION

Our unique Empex water play elements will provide hours of fun in your pool. Whether you’re 
looking for individual elements or a fully-fledged spray park, Varioplay is the place to be. We are the 

exclusive supplier of Empex Watertoys in the Netherlands and Belgium, and true experts when it 
comes to having fun in the water. 

Empex play elements are durable and have a long lifespan. The materials are resistant to salt water 
and chlorinated water as well as rust and corrosion. Empex play elements are easy to maintain and 

very easy to install, without requiring complex tools or foundations. Naturally, all play elements have 
been tested for safety, so that children can play carefree. 

Bring your pool to life by installing an interactive aquarium projection on the pool floor. When you 
touch the floor, the fish will scatter or follow your movement! We can offer a wide range of 

personalised projections: why not add your logo?  
 

Children and their parents will never tire of the colourful, interactive water play elements and slides 
in your complex. Our product range is incredibly diverse and all elements can be combined with each 

other in various ways. We would love to help you make the best choice for your pool.

WATER PLAY ELEMENTS
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